“ Merge meets

idle-clicker in a
fantasy universe! ”

•
•
•
•
•

An interactive idle game and a celebration of merge
Merge monsters to create more powerful minions
Defeat enemies to explore procedurally generated stages
Cast devastating spells onto the battlefield
Earn while you’re away, with idle rewards

GAME OVERVIEW
Summon incredible monsters from your wizarding tower
of doom and take over the world piece by piece! Merge
your minions creating bigger, gooier, toothier, more
vicious beasts then terrorize every field, ruin, village,
marketplace and castle in your path!
Move smoothly through an infinite variety of procedurally
generated stages, boosted with transitions accompanied
by humorous dialogue, that reveal an expanding narrative.
Battle tough bosses as you spread your evil influence across
the game world.

“ The most

original,
charming and
interactive
merge game
ever created! ”

MERGE THE SCOURGE

RAPID-BEAT REWARDS

You are the meanest, most malevolent evil wizard the
world has ever known. Well, at least in your head you
are… True, you only have a single spell and a slow,
green slime to your name, but everyone has to start
somewhere, right? Soon they’ll see… they’ll all see!

There’s lots do on when you’re not merging! Pay close
attention to the battlefield and cause havoc with a
simple tap here and there. Grab chests from rare
encounters and help your monsters in battle with spells
and set pieces. The action never stops!

Discover bigger beasties by merging duplicate monsters
together. Soon you’ll be summoning demons, skeletons,
dragons and more! Ooh… I wonder what happens if you
merge two dragons?! That joyous sense of discovery
drives you forward to discover what the next mad
monster might be.

Everything is perfectly balanced to keep you playing and
engaged. It’s so very good to be bad!

CONQUER THE WORLDS
Decimate all the humans on screen to move forward to the next
procedurally generated stage. Your monsters deliver some witty
dialogue after every boss, providing comic relief and expanding
a narrative adventure, plus there’s the odd treasure chest on the
way, so look out for that extra gold en-route.
What do you do once you’ve reaped the world for all that it’s
worth? Don’t fret, as there are more worlds to conquer! Travel
through a portal and start again, in a whole new dimension.
This time you’ll start with more powers and multipliers so you’re
bound to go further. An evil wizard’s job is never finished. In
Merge Monsters, play is truly endless!

FEATURES
Merge - duplicate monsters to create completely new,
more powerful minions to send into battle by dragging
them onto the villages, farms and castles
Defeat all the enemies on screen to progress to the next
procedurally generated screen
Enjoy a compelling story told through bite-sized dialogue
between stages
Defeated enemies drop gold to spend on new monsters,
spells and buffs

Challenging boss battles that test the mettle of your monsters
Idle rewards - The world keeps turning in the background,
accruing gold
Interactive special stages - Some rare screens contain
interactive features and hidden treasures
Tap on environmental set pieces to help the monsters clear
the screen. Roll rocks, fell trees, shoot catapults and more
Repeatable loop - once the world has been claimed, travel
to a new parallel world and start again with new bonuses

Cast devastating spells onto your battlefield
Receive awards, perks, bonuses and buffs every few seconds

Achievements - rapid incentivised goals
that keep player’s playing and rewarded

CONCEPT
You’re an evil monster-merging
wizard in a land of do-gooding
good guys. And it’s oh so good to
be bad!
Summon incredible monsters from
your wizarding tower of doom and
take over the world piece by piece!
Merge your minions creating
bigger, gooier, toothier, more
vicious beasts then terrorize every
field, ruin, village, marketplace
and castle in your path!

Move smoothly through an infinite variety of procedurally
generated stages, transitions accompanied by humorous
dialogue that reveals and expanding narrative. Battle
tough bosses in their castles as you spread your evil
influence across the world.
Earn prestige as you travel to new parallel worlds
to start again with new bonuses, multipliers
and spells.
How many worlds will you devastate? Only by merging
malevolent monsters, casting kick-ass spells and
devastating all that stand in your way will you truly
find out!

CONTENT
Infinite procedurally generated stages to conquer
Monstrous numbers of merge-able monsters
Powerful spells, upgrades and buffs to unlock
Armies of human villagers, knights, peasants and kings
Magical monster chests to hunt and find for extra riches
Diverse geographical environments to invade

GAMEPLAY
Merge games have existed before. Lite-rpg idle games
have existed before. However, the two have never been
combined in such an epic and unique way as in Merge
Monsters. Taking all the elements we love from existing
titles in these two genres and adding our own unique
twists will ensure that this game stands out from
the crowd.
Interactive objects within certain levels, the progression
of attempting to take over the world and the ability to cast
powerful spells will further enhance the satisfying core
loop of merging your monsters and watching them kill
enemies to earn you gold.

CORE MECHANICS
Move through the world, stage by stage
Kill all enemies to complete each stage
Place autonomous monsters onto the
battlefield to attack your enemies
Cast spells to help your monsters in battle
Earn reward chests by gathering gold. Open 				
chests for monster, gold or gem rewards
Recall and merge two like monsters to create
a better monster

MONSTERS
The backbone of every evil wizard is
his monster army. Merging duplicate
monsters creates bigger beasts to
do your bidding on the battlefield.

Green Slime - The beginning of your merge empire.
This ’lil guy is pretty useless on his own, but with enough of
them swarmed around a villager there’s nowhere to run.

Each monster has unique damage
and speed stats and their own
attack style.

Cyclops Grunt - This big, dumb brute hits hard with his
wooden club. He won’t win any awards for smarts but who
cares when he can pulverize the enemy to a pulp.

Your minions will be chopping,
slamming, biting, butting, burning,
sliming every human in their way!

Greater Demon - The elite of the elite. This demonic beast
will rip through enemies like they’re made out of ripable stuff.

SPELLS
Unleash devastating
spells on the battlefield
from your spell book to
aid your monster army.
Buy new spells with
gold, with gems or by
watching ads all to
bolster your arsenal.

Meteor Shower - rain down molten destruction on the battlefield by
summoning a swarm of meteors to lay waste to all humans below.
Frenzy - send your monsters into a blood rage as they zip around the
battlefield with double speed and damage.
Ice Blast - stop those pesky humans from panicking and running
around the place like headless chickens. Freeze them in place so
your monsters can smash them to pieces.
Plus many more...

BOSSES
Every ten levels your monsters encounter an
elite enemy, what we call a Boss! The boss will
take many forms, plucked from an extensive
pool, each with a unique name and monster
bashing capabilities.
You choose when to summon the Boss after
ten stages, then you have 30 seconds to
unleash all hell on it! Kill the coos before it
scampers away, gloating about good over evil
and other sanctimonious babble.

Gunter the Great - a large king with a pesky
whirlwind attack, which knocks your
monsters away.

?
?

Mother Helena - a female priest who has the
power to heal herself every 10 seconds.
BOB - a giant peasant who enjoys stomping the
ground to make your monsters fall over.

STAGES
It’s not all lush forests and green fields. In
the pursuit of conquering the globe, your
monster army will travel through many
environments. Certain enemies only appear
in particular environments.
Special locations pop up from time to time,
enticing the player to keep returning to
the game, sure not to miss one. In these
locations, players can tap on interactive
elements of the screen such as mines that
chip away at the rocks for extra gold
and gems.

Dark Forest - The forest surrounding the wizard tower will
need to be conquered before the merge army can progress
to the rest of the world.
Ice Tundras - The slippery, frozen environments here will
hinder monster and human movement alike. Slipping and
sliding won’t save anyone though, your monsters will still
prevail.
Desert of Death - In the roasting hot heat of the desert
there are tales of a magical Djinn who will grant a worthy
wizard a spanking new spell. Can you find him and are
you worthy?

Monetisation
Premium currency which can be 					
purchased in packs

Watch an ad to craft new
premium spells

Premium monsters with very large gold
costs (or who can be purchased with 		
gems) with desirable abilities

Watch an ad to get free monsters

Watch an ad to double your offline
yield of gold when returning to
the game
Watch an ad to earn some free gems

Watch an ad to get time limited buffs
Spend real currency to remove ads yet
still receive rewards

LIVE OPS
Social elements help friends or race
against them
Seasonal content - certain
monsters only available at
certain times
New environments - snow,
desert and rocky areas will
all impact your monsters in
various ways

Weekly events compete in weekly trials
against other wizards as you
look to top the leaderboard
and win the exclusive
monster on offer.

Development Approach
We have determined a confident development plan that reaches soft launch after 4 months of development.
The progress that we have made in our pre-production prototype gives us complete confidence that we can deliver
Merge Monsters to a high quality, on time and budget.
We are seeking to work with the ideal publisher to bring Merge Monsters to the world. We are looking to maximise
the reach and monetisation potential of Merge Monsters through a collaborative approach to the realisation of the
game based on mutual expertise and experience.

PRODUCTION PLAN - KEY DATES
Task

Duration

Begin

Pre-Production			
Project Initialisation		
1/12/18
Alpha Production Sprints (includes Xmas break) 84d
3/12/18
Publisher Alpha Review
5d
24/1/19
Alpha Milestone			
Beta Production Sprints
23d
31/1/19
Publisher Beta Review
5d
26/2/19
Beta Milestone			
Release Candidate Sprints
18d
5/3/19
Release Candidate			
Submissions
10d
29/3/19
Soft Launch
20d
19/4/19
Update 1
10d
19/4/19
Update 2
10d
3/5/19
Global Launch			

Complete

30/11/18
23/1/19
30/1/19
30/1/19
25/2/19
4/3/19
4/3/19
28/3/19
28/3/19
18/4/19
16/5/19
2/5/19
16/5/19
16/5/19

The full production
plan can be viewed
online HERE

Pre Production Activities
We’ve been engaged in
pre-production activities that have
yielded a wonderful, addictive
prototype. Now we’re ready to
enter full production.

During the pre-production phase our activities have
included the following:
Research on compelling users to watch ads
Style and mood investigated
Character and art styles reviewed
Animation techniques developed, optimizing 				
performance and memory
User testing to maximize stickiness

Prototype Content
We are extremely proud to present the prototype that is a result of our pre-production phase. It is important
to understand that the prototype represents a small amount of work and is extremely early in terms of full
product development. Some elements are experimental, most are unfinished, unbalanced, without polish and
as such are subject to change as we enter full production.
This is:

This isn’t:

• A vertical slice
• A demonstration of animation systems
• A test to handle 20+ meshes, optimized,
look good and are efficient to create
• A test on ad points and currency purchase 						
opportunities

• A final product – or anything close!
• A demonstration of the exact tone we are aiming for.
We are planning for something much more friendly 		
and comedic
• A demonstration of our expertise and speed of work
• The full game loop – multiple layers are missing such
as environment changes, world conquest and more

Prototype Content
Things to come:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ad integrations
A shop to purchase in-game items
Audio
Golden trails
Achievements
Global conquest prestige

•
•
•
•
•
•

A lot of humor
Combat events
Balancing
Production animation
IAP systems
And lots more. This is a prototype!

Prototype VIDEO

click to
PLAY VIDEO

we make games

Contact us at: studio@amuzo.com or call +44 1202 767300

